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makeline 41.0

Valerie Lindsay

Aubrie Welch
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(336) 703-3131
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shredded lettuce makeline 41.0

ground beef makeline 175.0

rice makeline 138.0

diced tomatoes makeline - drive-thru side 41.0

shredded lettuce maekline - drive-thru side 42.0

potato bites
makeline - drive-thru side
(DISC) 108.0

chicken makeline - drive-thru side 169.0

refried beans makeline - drive-thru side 152.0

ground beef walk-in cooler 39.0

steak warming cabinet 175.0

hot water 3 comp sink 117.0

ServSafe Valerie Lindsay 1/18/2024 0.0



 
Comment Addendum to Food Establishment Inspection Report

Establishment Name: TACO BELL 3940 Establishment ID: 3034012070

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

14 4-501.114 Manual and Mechanical Warewashing Equipment, Chemical Sanitization-Temperature, pH, Concentration and Hardness - P The quat
sanitizer dispenser at the 3 comp sink is not working, so establishment was using packets of chlorinated sanitizer. The strength of the chlorinated
sanitizer in 3 comp sink was 25 ppm when checked with REHS's chlorine test strips. One of two sanitizer containers at make line also read 25 ppm.
A chemical sanitizer used in a sanitizing solution shall be used in accordance with EPA-registered label use instructions; Cl sanitizer should be 50 -
200 ppm. CDI - additional packet added to sink, sanitizer container refilled (200 ppm). VERIFICATION REQUIRED - Please call when sanitizer
dispenser is fixed.
4-601.11 (A) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood-Contact Surfaces, and Utensils - P Majority of metal pans had food debris, greasy
residue. A couple scoops also had food debris. Equipment food contact surfaces and utensils shall be clean to sight and touch. CDI - items left on
table to be re-cleaned.

19 3-501.16 (A)(1) Potentially Hazardous Food (Time/Temperature Control for Safety Food), Hot and Cold Holding - P potato bites 108-113F (in cabinet
with taco shells), fries 121-138 (on make line). Potentially hazardous foods held hot shall be maintained at 135F or above. CDI - both discarded; new
batch of potato bites placed in different warming cabinet, where they were 155F. Per manager, there is usually a timer for the fries and they are only
held 15 minutes; timer was found and placed back on make line.

22 3-501.19 Time as a Public Health Control - PF Per PIC, establishment uses time for fries on the make line and they are only held for 15 minutes. At
beginning of inspection, the timer could not be located and the fries were below 135F. If time without temperature control is used as the public health
control for ready to eat potentially hazardous food that is displayed or held for sale or service, the food shall be marked or otherwise identified to
indicate the time that is 4 hours past the point in time when the food is removed from temperature control. CDI - timer was located and used.

41 3-304.12 In-Use Utensils, Between-Use Storage - C - One plastic, single-service container without a handle (black portion container) was being
used as a scoop for the cinnamon. 2 scoop handles were stored in contact with food products on makeline. Multi-use scoops shall be stored in food
with the handles upright, out of the food. Adjust handles and provide multi-use scoop for the cinnamon.

43 4-903.11 (A) and (C) Equipment, Utensils, Linens and Single-Service and Single-Use Articles-Storing - C Stack of cups in corner at drive-thru were
unprotected, with mouth-contact portions of cups exposed. Single-service and single-use articles shall be stored in a clean, dry location where they
are not exposed to splash, dust, or other contamination; and shall be kept in the original protective package or stored by using other means that
afford protection from contamination until used. CDI - manager discarded cups.

45 4-201.11 Equipment and Utensils-Durability and Strength - C - Rectangular metal pan with cracks, pair of tongs with damage to green coating on
handles, cracked plastic lid for cinnamon sugar, several metal pans with dented interior corners where food debris is trapped. (note: PIC discarded
rectangular metal pan and tongs). Utensils shall be discarded once they are damaged. // 4-402.11 Fixed Equipment, Spacing or Sealing-Installation -
C - Repeat - Caulk missing with food debris between make-unit and work table facing the storage shelving. Equipment that is fixed because it is not
easily moveable shall be sealed to adjoining equipment or walls, if the equipment is exposed to spillage or seepage. // 4-501.11 Good Repair and
Proper Adjustment-Equipment - C - Repeat - Caulking between ventilation hood panels on right and left side above fryers is peeling. Recaulk where
old caulking is peeling. Ice accumulation in walk-in freezer - re-wrap pipes as needed/address underlying cause of icing. Equipment shall be
maintained in good repair.

46 4-302.14 Sanitizing Solutions, Testing Devices - PF Since quat dispenser is not working, establishment is using packets of chlorinated cleaner as
sanitizer, but no chlorine test strips are present. A test kit or other device that accurately measures the concentration of sanitizing solutions shall be
provided. VERIFICATION REQUIRED by tomorrow, Friday, July 30, 2021. 
Note: The quat test strips are past their expiration date, obtain quat test strips that are within date.

47 4-602.13 Nonfood Contact Surfaces - C Cleaning is needed throughout, including but not limited to: shelving at make line, esp. undersides of the
shelving over the food products; inside and outside of the cooler under the make line including vents, inside Delfield freezer esp. interior base, hot
holding cabinet esp. handles, dust on fan guards in walk-in cooler, gray plastic cart (food debris), filters in hood over fryers, back edge of table under
frozen drink machine, trough under drink machine at drive-thru, gray tub under packages of thawing guacamole in walk-in cooler, exteriors and lids of
dry storage bins in wheeled rack by office, cabinet under drink machine in dining room. CLeaning concerns are REPEAT. Nonfood contact surfaces
of equipment shall be cleaned at a frequency necessary to preclude accumulation of soil residues.

51 6-501.18 Cleaning of Plumbing Fixtures - C Clean fixtures in both restrooms - toilets including the bases/sides, hand sinks, urinal. Replace damaged
toilet seat in women's room (stall to the right). Plumbing fixtures shall be cleaned as often as necessary to keep them clean.

52 5-501.111 Area, Enclosures and Receptacles, Good Repair - C - Recycling dumpster has a hole beside the arm channel (right side). Recommend



52 5-501.111 Area, Enclosures and Receptacles, Good Repair - C - Recycling dumpster has a hole beside the arm channel (right side). Recommend
contacting waste management company for replacement. Receptacles for refuse shall be maintained in good repair. // 5-501.113 Covering
Receptacles - C - One dumpster door was open. Receptacles shall be kept covered with tight-fitting lids or doors if kept outside the food
establishment.

53 6-501.11 Repairing-Premises, Structures, Attachments, and Fixtures-Methods - C Grout is low in areas, such as in front of 3 comp sink. Physical
facilities shall be maintained in good repair.
6-501.12 Cleaning, Frequency and Restrictions - C Cleaning is needed throughout, including but not limited to: ceiling and walls around vents where
there is dust accumulation, floor under equipment, walls with buildup such as to left of front hand sink, and behind equipment. Physical facilities shall
be cleaned as often as necessary to keep them clean.

54 6-303.11 Intensity-Lighting - C Lighting low at fryers (27 foot-candles). Lighting low at right side of makeline (38-47 foot-candles). Lighting shall be at
least 50 foot-candles at food prep surfaces.

GENERAL COMMENTS:
VERIFICATION REQUIRED by tomorrow, Friday, July 30 - the sanitizer dispenser at the 3 comp sink needs to be repaired and the correct test
strips need to be available - quat test strips that are not expired. Chlorine test strips are needed for the chlorinated cleaner. Please call/text Aubrie -
336-830-4460


